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Digital Science Fiction, an Imprint of Digital Fic, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A techno-thriller novel of the near future
when a powerful Artificial Intelligence called Oracle identifies individuals who pose a significant risk
to the stability of our society, or who have a high probability of posing such a risk in the future, and
sends assassins to kill them. Oracle knows each of us so well, better than we know ourselves, that it
is able to determine who might become the next Hitler or Stalin long before that person even has
an inkling of such a future. The main character is Henry Porembski, who becomes one of Oracle s
assassins when he is recruited after his wife and daughter are killed in a terrorist attack. When he is
sent to kill a young girl, the same age as his daughter, he turns against Oracle and vows to protect
the girl. He wonders, though: if Oracle knows us so well, why would it send him to kill a girl it had to
know he would not kill? And could it really predict how a little girl would turn out as an...
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Reviews
Definitely among the best book I have got possibly study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- O lg a Ledner MD
Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will
be transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Sha yne O 'Conner
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